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Speech Audiometry 
Complements 

Pure Tone
Audiometry



Question:
Who did this to us?

Why is the Audiogram Upside-Down?



Edmund Prince Fowler MD (1872-1966) was a giant in otology during the first half of the 20th century and is 
perhaps best known for his discovery of loudness recruitment. Harvey Fletcher PhD (1884-1981) was a 
physicist who joined Bell laboratories and became a pioneer in speech and hearing sciences. No picture of R. 
L. Wegel AB, who was physicist at Western Electric. Their common interest was in developing an audiometer

Article by James Jerger, International Journal of Audiology, March 2013



Once the Vacuum Tube was Invented in 1906

• it was possible to fix intensity of pure tones

• present them through telephone receiver

Vertical axis went from bottom to top (like normal graphs do) 

• Wegel (1922) came up with graph of “auditory area”

• logarithmic scale of .0001 to 10,000 dynes/cm2…

• Fowler divided this into 6.7 sensation units

• if someone’s threshold was 2.1 SU’s above normal,

• then 2.1/6.7=31% HL

Why the Oddiogram is Upside-Down
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Each sensation unit was defined by a sound pressure ratio of 10:1



Fowler went another step: subtract %HL from 100%
• this gives % of normal hearing
• if someone’s threshold was 2.1 Sensation Units above normal,
• then 2.1/6.7=31% HL
• so from previous example: 100% - 31% = 69%

Fowler thought this worked best to counsel clients
• ie, “How much hearing do I have left?”

And there’s the rub
• while %’s start at 0 on bottom and rise to 100 on top
• just like normal graphs do…the top line was 100%
• and that was later on, called 0 dB HL!

HL could thus be described in % of loss 
in Sensation Unit’s
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Fletcher was physicist 
• not a clinician

While %’s were clinically useful in describing to patients
• accurate expression of HL is best described physically
• ie, in Sensation Unit’s, not %’s

Look at his graph!
• lots like our Speech Mapping in Real Ear Measurement!

Fletcher (1925) did not agree with the % approach
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Hypothetical audiometric contour of a person with high-frequency HL
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In other words, “The Die is Cast!
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Later on, Sensation Units Deemed too Coarse
The decibel (0-120) offered a finer toothed comb
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Fowler’s son (Edmund Prince Fowler Jr) in 1943 labelled vertical axis
as “Hearing Loss in Decibels



In Conclusion…
• Fletcher’s audiogram, which

even shows dynamic range!
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Eventually Led to Our “Oddiogram”



Let’s look at 0 dB HL:

There’s a story here and it has 4 chapters

1. 0 dB SPL
2. Minimal Audible Field (MAF)
3. Minimal Audible Pressure (MAP)
4. 0 dB HL



0 dB Sound Pressure Level (SPL)

• Does not mean absence of sound!
– it is an arbitrary level to call “zero” or “ground”

• To tell if apartment is 2 X higher than house
– must know the ground

• Softest pressure required to just barely hear 1000 Hz tone
– at 1 meter distance from a speaker, with 2 ears

• This is 0 dB SPL!
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Minimal Audible Field (MAF)
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Minimal Audible Pressure (MAP)
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with 1 ear under a headphone
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Note: 2 ears are about 5 dB better than 1 ear
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are emphasized

SO, WE HEAR SOME HZ’S BETTER THAN OTHERS
It’s why equalizer buttons are shaped like a smile!
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Figure 1-6, Venema T., Compression for Clinicians 3rd ed Plural Publishing 2017 



What’s the Difference b/w dB & dB SPL?

Any particular dB SPL is an “absolute” decibel value

referenced to the “ground,” namely, 0 dB SPL

To tell if an apartment is twice as tall as a house

must know the ground

Cannot add absolute dB SPL values together

like 1 + 2 = 3

Eg. two different machines each making 90 dB SPL 

total 93 dB SPL



What’s the Difference b/w dB & dB SPL?

There are also “relative” decibel values

not referenced to the “ground” of 0 dB SPL

Eg. Hearing aid Input and Output are absolute values

always stipulated in terms of dB SPL

Gain however, is a relative dB value

25 dB SPL Input + 50 dB Gain = 75 dB SPL Output

50 dB SPL Input + 50 dB Gain = 100 dB SPL Output

When adding Absolute + Relative decibel values together

one can add them like 1 + 2 = 3
90 dB SPL + 90 dB SPL = 93 dB SPL (that’s a gain of 3 dB)



What’s the Difference b/w dB & dB SPL?

Think of time; eg. 4 PM or 6 PM
these are Absolute time values
they are referenced to your time zone
and ultimately to Greenwich standard time

Cannot add together 4 PM & 6 PM either…
makes no sense

Think of “2 hours”
this is a Relative time value
can add 2 hours to 4 PM to get 6 PM
can add 2 hours to 6 PM to get 8 PM



Pure Tone Thresholds

If you descend

Descend

Descend

Until tone

No longer

Audible

You will get

better

thresholds

than if

you…

Audible

Tone is 

Until 

ascend

Ascend 

Ascend

Why? Because when descending, you know what to listen for!



Hughson Westlake Ascending/Descending 
Procedure

Combines both procedures

Descend in 10 dB steps until client no longer hears tone

Ascend in 5 dB steps until client hears tone

Tone heard at two ascending steps at same level is threshold 



Hughson Westlake Approach
Helps to get around Bias, but not perfect

Clinician’s skill important here

“Noise” that interferes with accurate detection of “Signal”
eg. Language barrier
instructions
background noise

Then again, there’s client’s Bias: 
difference b/w what you can hear
vs what you say you hear

Herb vs Mrs McGillicudy



Tone Present Tone Absent
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Subject has normal hearing
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Tone Present Tone Absent

No

Yes

Tone at 5 dB HL
Subject has normal hearing
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False Positive

True Negative



You still want the issue of threshold
to be as black & white as possible

A good clinician is a psychologist of hearing behaviour: 
detect the bias and minimize it as much as possible

Draw the left & right to the centre as much as possible

Bias One Way or the Other Way…



Show “decibel distance between getting all or diddley all

Steep slope shows task is easy
very little gray area; you either get it or do not

Below a certain dB level, nada
above that level, no problem!

Whatever renders steep sloped PI function:
is a good stimulus for testing threshold; ie, black or white

Psychometric or Performance Index Functions



Remember Minimal Audible Pressure (MAP)
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Note: 2 ears are about 5 dB better than 1 ear



1 = 2000 Hz
2 = 1000 Hz
3 = 4000 Hz
4 = 500 Hz
5 = 250 Hz
6 = 125 Hz
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Speech Audiometry
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Most Comfortable Loudness (MCL)

Very subjective speech test
depends heavily upon specific instructions
results can vary wildly

Instructions: 
“Pretend I am your radio…
if you had to listen to me all day (God forbid)…
turn me to a volume you think would be ‘just right’” 

Can bracket like pure tone testing too
deliberately above and below client’s preferred level 
to ensure a more exact MCL 



MCL

Good idea to do this speech test 1st

sets up the level at which to do subsequent tests

Normal MCL for average conversational speech
55-60 dB HL
65-70 dB SPL 

Is MCL always in the middle of one’s dynamic range?
would seem so, but not in hearing aid fittings
targets for average speech about 1/3 above thresholds



The Audiogram:
Hearing Loss Reduces Dynamic Range
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The “decibel distance” b/w the softest one can hear & the loudest one can tolerate

Figure 4-4, Venema T., Compression for Clinicians 3rd ed Plural Publishing 2017 
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Figure 4-4, Venema T., Compression for Clinicians 3rd ed Plural Publishing 2017 

Interesting to know that in REM, targets for 
average speech are not placed ½ way inside 

one’s dynamic range
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Targets for
DSL 4 vs NAL-NL1
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MCL

Interesting thing about MCL:
usually artificially low for someone with SNHL
who has not worn hearing aids

Eg. Mild-to-moderate sloping SNHL
will show MCL close to normal (55-65 dB HL)!

After some time (say a year) of wearing hearing aids:
notice MCL has increased by about 10 dB
client is no longer straining to hear



Speech Reception (or recognition) 
Threshold (SRT)

Threshold for person to recognize previously heard speech:
the only speech test where threshold is the question
all other speech tests are supra-threshold tests

SRT uses spondee words because it has to!
two syllable words; even emphasis on each syllable
each word is made up from two smaller words
can be guessed easily
if client gets one part, can easily guess other part



Why does SRT Use Spondees?

Because as with pure tone testing: 
your question is the same…
ie, threshold
did you hear it or did you not?

Spondees are the only speech stimulus
that gives black & white results
at varying dB levels

Mono-syllabic words do NOT!



Spondee words (W1)
for SRT testing

Note: They are not 
phonetically balanced

Ira Hirsh, 1952
at CID

36 words



Normally tell client you will say or present words and have client repeat
tell client the words will get softer & softer
keep trying to repeat what you hear
if you aren’t sure, just guess

Read or present Spondee list at client’s MCL
decrease by 10 dB; read two words
if client gets these, go down 10 dB, read two more words, etc
as long as client keeps getting both words, keep descending 
just like pure tone audiometry

SRT Procedure



When client misses both words, go up 5 dB, 
read two more words
if client gets these…
can descend by 10 again, like pure tone audiometry

SRT = ascending level where client gets both words

SRT Procedure



Describe, compare & contrast speech tests
show “decibel distance between getting all or diddley all

Steep slope: 
task is easy; very little gray area; you either get it or do not
below a certain dB level, nada
above that level, no problem!

Whatever renders steep sloped PI function:
is a good stimulus for testing threshold; ie, black or white
eg. Spondees!

Shallow sloping PI function:
shows a more difficult task; eg. mon-syllabic words!
increased decibels grudgingly give way to better performance 

Psychometric or Performance Index Functions



1 = 2000 Hz
2 = 1000 Hz
3 = 4000 Hz
4 = 500 Hz
5 = 250 Hz
6 = 125 Hz
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1 = spondee words; at 5dB above 10 dB HL threshold, all words correct
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1 = spondee words; at 5dB above 10 dB HL threshold, all words correct
2 = mono-syllabic words; harder, need about 50 dB HL to get all correct
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Done when SRT cannot be done
eg. language barrier, left corner audiogram

Should be 10 dB better than PTA
why?
identifying the presence or absence of speech is…
easier than recognizing what the words is 

Speech Awareness Threshold (SAT)
or

Speech Detection Threshold (SDT)



1 = SDT or SAT
2 = SRT
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SRT should be within + or – 5 dB of PTA
often = best two thresholds of 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz
this especially with precipitous SNHL

Malingerers: 
SRT is better than PTA; why? 
b/c speech is broadband signal; pure tones are narrow band
perceived loudness of speech thus greater at softer levels

PTA = SRT is 1st sign of a good test
1st thing looked at when auditing an audiogram 

SRT & PTA







BUT HERE’S THE BEST PART…

The millennials may also need to be viewed as a special population for 
whom accommodations must be made…

The audiologist may be concerned when silence follows a request to say
a word: hashtag, (or any other word). What could be the motivation for 
not responding when the millennial should be able to hear the
presentation? 

Although most boomers are perfectly willing to talk into microphones, 
millennials can occasionally appear non-verbal. They often prefer to 
communicate though texting…Ask the millennial to text the word. 
problem solved.



BUT HERE’S THE BEST PART…

The millennials may also need to be viewed as a special population for 
whom accommodations must be made…

The audiologist may be concerned when silence follows a request to say
a word: hashtag, (or any other word). What could be the motivation for 
not responding when the millennial should be able to hear the
presentation? 

Although most boomers are perfectly willing to talk into microphones, 
millennials can occasionally appear non-verbal. They often prefer to 
communicate though texting…Ask the millennial to text the word. 
problem solved.

Now I’ve heard of indulging, but this is ridiculous



My Mom has this
up in her kitchen



Speech Discrimination
• Often the 3rd speech test done

• Unlike SRT,
question is no longer 
threshold…

• Now the question is:
How  clear do you hear, 
my dear?

• Stimulus is 
mono-syllabic words

• These are 
“ phonetically balanced”



Contain all the sounds spoken in English
in proportion in which they are found in English!

Easier said than done
lots of work done at Bell telephone labs
right after WWII

Word lists used to test integrity of trans Atlantic
telephone lines

Phonetically Balanced Word Lists



Speech Discrimination
• NU 6 word lists

• Slightly harder than W22
word lists

• Always state which word
list you used!



Present word list at client’s MCL
do not familiarize 1st
precede with “say the word:”

Tell client you will say words that will NOT become softer
these will stay the same in loudness
keep trying to repeat what you hear
if you aren’t sure, just guess

If client gets 1st 10 words, clinicians often stop there
give 100%

If client misses a word, do 25 words
calculate % of words correct

SD Question now a matter of clarity
No longer a threshold thing



90 – 100% Excellent

80 – 90% Good

70 – 80% Fair

60 – 70% Poor

Below 60% Do SD again with visual cues; note how client improves

SD Performance



Lawson1 reported when using the standard 95% critical difference criteria (ie, the most 
common criteria applied in behavioral statistics), we employ a statistical model to state 
with 95% certainty that two scores are either the same or different. Specifically, given a 
patient with a symmetric mild-to-moderate sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) and given 
a 25-word list from the most common word recognition tests (CID-W22, NU-6, etc), if the 
sum total of the first Word Recognition Score (WRS) is 88% correct, the range of scores, 
which are statistically the same as the first score (88%), is from 68% to 100%.

Of course, we can improve and tighten the range by using a 50-word list for each 
presentation; however, few clinicians use 50-word lists. Nonetheless, given a 50-word 
list, and assuming the first score was (again) 88%, the range of scores statistically the 
same as the first score (88%) would be from 74% to 96%.

This same phenomenon has been known and described for decades (see Thornton and 
Raffin, 19782), yet this same important and interpretative knowledge rarely makes it past 
the soundbooth door. Specifically, when given a WRS of 88% in the first ear (based on a 
25-word presentation), if the other ear WRS is 72% or 96%, there is an excellent chance 
many clinicians will assume these scores are statistically different. They are not. The 
WRS test itself is not a very powerful test and the “clinical difference” noted is simply a 
fallacy. Indeed, if one were to repeat the same test in an hour, a day, or week, there is a 
reasonable chance the scores would vary—and they may even reverse!

Speech Audiometry, by Gary Lawson & Mary Peterson, 2011



Client with Conductive HL will have excellent SD 
at elevated levels
client’s MCL will obviously be higher

I always describe Conductive HL as a plug in the ear
earplugs give ourselves a Conductive HL on purpose

For Optimal SD
crank up volume and all is generally OK

SD & Conductive HL



1 = spondee words; at 5dB above 10 dB HL threshold, all words correct
2 = mono-syllabic words; harder, need about 50 dB HL to get all correct
3 = spondee words & Conductive HL; same shape, just shifted to the right
4 = mono-syllabic words & Conductive HL; same shape, just shifted to the right
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Varying SD % at various elevated levels
depends on client’s outer vs inner hair cell damage…

“Sensori” 
OHC damage
mild-moderate sloping SNHL; typical presbycusis
fair SD at slightly elevated levels
Acoustic Reflexes (ARs) present at reduced SLs

“Neural”
OHC & IHC damage
usually more sever SNHL
poor SD
ARs  absent

SD & Sensori-Neural HL



1 = spondee words; at 5dB above 10 dB HL threshold, all words correct
2 = mono-syllabic words; harder, need about 50 dB HL to get all correct
3 = spondee words & SNHL; same shape, just shifted to the right
4 = mono-syllabic words & SNHL; shifted to the right but also poorer
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Recall how MCL is artificially low in someone with SNHL
who has not worn hearing aids

An interesting “point of sale” here:
do SD again at client’s MCL + 10 dB
note increased SD performance
helps to show benefit of hearing amplification!

SD & SNHL



From Katz, Handbook of Clinical Audiology 5th ed

Summary
Psycho-metric Functions for various speech stimuli



1 = spondee words; at 5dB above 10 dB HL threshold, all words correct
2 = mono-syllabic words; harder, need about 50 dB HL to get all correct
3 = mono-syllabic words & SNHL; fair speech discrimination
4 = mono-syllabic words & retro-cochlear pathology; “rollover”
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Psychometric functions
For various pathologies



Because we have better tests for retro-cochlear pathology
Non-behavioural tests: eg. ARs, ABR, CT scans, MRI
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What’s with “Roll-Over?”
Why does no one do this?



Diseased Not Diseased

No

Yes True Positive

Test May Be 100% Sensitive
Catch all with disease (True +)
But also ID lots of normal as diseased (False +)

False Positive



Diseased Not Diseased

No

Yes

False Negative

Pass all without disease (True -)
But also ID lots of diseased as normal (False -)

True Negative

Test May Be 100% Specific



Sensitivity vs Specificity

“Gold Standard”
test that is 100% sensitive & 100% specific
eg. otoscopy identifying tube in TM
eg. MRI w/ Gadolium dye almost Gold Standard

In general, especially for ID retro-cochlear pathology
non-behavioural tests better than behavioural

Behavioural: tone decay, roll-over, SISI

Non-Behavioural: AR, AR Decay, ABR, CT scan, MRI



People often ask:
Why test speech in quiet? My problems are 

mostly in noise!

SD in quiet under headphones 
is as good as it’s going to get

Important baseline for counselling
can always test speech in noise afterward
to get better idea of real life situations



Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

SNR = level of signal (speech you want to hear)
versus level of competing noise 

Eg. 70 dB speech in 60 dB noise = +10 SNR
60 dB speech in 60 dB noise = 0 dB SNR
60 dB speech in 70 dB noise = -10 dB SNR



Typical Face-to-Face SNRs

When noise is 55 dB SPL, 
people speak at about 61 dB SPL
+6 dB SNR: easy

When noise is 65 dB SPL,
speech often 68 dB SPL
+3 dB SNR: harder

When noise is 75 dB SPL,
speech often 74 dB SPL
-1 dB SNR: challenging

Pearsons KS, Bennett RL, Fidell S: Speech Levels in Various Noise Environments. EPA Rep 68 01-
2466. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington DC, 1977.



Quick SINTM developed in 2001, Etymotic Reseach

Takes 5-10 minutes
female talker sentence intensity is fixed
background noise level 4 talker babble varies

Sentences presented at loud MCL (75 or 80 dB HL)
CD automatically changes SNR in 5 dB steps
sentence by sentence
starts at +25 SNR; down in 5 dB steps

5 key words scored in each sentence
1 point for each correct word
subtract # correct words from 25.5



Instructions

Imagine you are at a party
there’s a woman talking…
several talkers in background

Woman’s voice easy to hear at first, then gets harder
repeat what woman says

As task becomes more difficult
keep trying, and guess when not sure



Example
To have is better than to wait & hope 25 5

The screen before the fire kept in the sparks 20 5

Thick glasses helped him read the print 15 4

The chair looked strong but had no bottom 10 3

They told wild tales to frighten him 5 1

A force equal to that would move the earth 0 0

Total correct = 18
SNR Loss = 25.5 – 18 = 7.5

SNR
# 

correct



Why the 25.5?
Tillman Olsen method 

2 spondees presented starting at level where all words correct
decrease in 2 dB steps until no responses for several words

Spondee threshold
starting level plus 1 dB minus total # spondees correct

Simple arithmetic comes from 2 dB steps & 2 words per step
audiometer has 5 dB steps
corresponding method uses 5 words per step 

Takes starting level at 2.5 dB (half the step size just as in 2 dB steps)
minus total # spondees correct

Quick SIN has 5 dB steps & 5 words per step
highest SNR is 25 dB 
so we take 25 + 2.5 dB = 27.5 minus total spondees correct



Quick SIN Shows:

How client hears in noise compared to normal-hearing
ie, the SNR increase required by hearing impaired client

Normal hearing requires 0 – 2 dB SNR to understand 50%
client with 7.5 dB SNR requires 7.5 – 9.5 dB SNR

Final score or SNR Loss Technology Needs
Normal 0-2 dB Omni or Dmic
Mild 2-7 dB Dmic
Moderate 7-15 dB Beamforming mic
Severe >15 dB FM system



Directional mics (Dmics)
•objectively improve speech/noise performance

Digital noise reduction (DNR)
•subjectively enhances comfort in noise

Solutions for Speech in Noise
Presently, there are two...



DNR does not

Objectively, reliably, statistically 

Improve speech reception in background noise

DNR does

Subjective enhance listening comfort in noise



Hearing Aids & SNR:

If you can bring a hearing aid to the speaker’s lips

You obviously increase the SNR

For example, remote mics, FM system…

Isn’t that exactly what it does??

So does a Dmic, but to a lesser extent

Maybe by 5 dB in a lab; 2-3 dB in real life



For those with normal 
hearing...

Speech & noise have to be of similar intensity
to understand 50% of the speech

Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR) here is 0 dB
may differ from lab to lab…

+5 dB SNR yields 100% speech recognition
-5 dB SNR is very difficult



+5 dB SNR gets 50% speech recognition
directional mics try to hit this number

+10 dB SNR yields best speech recognition
results in up to 10% speech improvement

Basically, an additional 5 dB SNR is required 
for mild-moderate SNHL

For mild-to-moderate SNHL, 
however...



Magic number is around “5”
directional mics try to hit this number

Each additional 1 dB SNR
results in up to 10% speech improvement

In reality, each additional dB SNR
results in about 5% speech improvement
Dmics improve SNR by about 2-3 dB

In Summary



Articulation Index

Mueller
&

Killion,
1990

Fig 8-7, Venema, T. Compression for Clinicians 2nd edition, Cengage 2006



HL (PTA) SNR Required
30 4
40 5
50 6
60 7
70 9
80 12
90 18

Required SNRs for Various Degrees of HL
Killion, Hearing Review, Dec 1997
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